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	Magnetic Monopoles
About The Book “One would be surprised if Nature had made no use of it.” P.A.M. Dirac According to some dictionaries, one meaning of the notion of “beauty” is “symmetry”. Probably, beauty is not entirely “in the eye of the beholder”. It seems to be related to the symmetry of the object. From aphysical view [&#8230;]
	Handbook of Chemical Processing Equipment ,1st Edition
About Book The Handbook of Chemical Process Equipment is a major reference on process equipment. It provides practical understanding and description of the working principles, intended applications, selection criteria and fundamental design principles for equipment used throughout the process and allied chemical industries. It is an important reference for engineers, and in particular chemical engineers [&#8230;]
	Physics of Atoms and Molecules ,Second Edition
About Book The study of atomic and molecular physics is a key component of undergraduate courses in physics, because of its fundamental importance to the understanding of many aspects of modern physics. The aim of this new edition is to provide a unified account of the subject within an undergraduate framework, taking the opportunity to [&#8230;]
	Solid State Physics ,2nd Edition
About Book Now available in paperback, Solid State Physics is designed to serve as a first text for a course on the physics of solids. Updated to reflect recent work in the field, this book emphasizes crystalline solids, going from the crystal lattice to the ideas of reciprocal space and Brillouin zones, and develops these [&#8230;]
	A Textbook of Internal Combustion Engine by ,7th Edition
About Book Each chapter of the book is saturated with much needed text supported by neat and self-explanatory diagrams to make the subject matter self-speaking to a great extent. A large number of solved examples, properly graded, have been added in various chapters to enable the students to attempt different types of questions in the [&#8230;]
	The Compton Effect Turning Point in Physics
About Book The interaction between an electron and a photon results in the electron being given part of the energy (making it recoil), and a photon of the remaining energy being emitted in a different direction from the original, so that the overall momentum of the system is also conserved. If the scattered photon still [&#8230;]
	Notes on Thermodynamics and Statistics Enrico Fermi Chicago Press
About Book In 1900, German physicist Max Planck postulated that light, or radiant energy, can exist only in the form of discrete packages or quanta. This profound insight, along with Einstein&#8217;s equally momentous theories of relativity, completely revolutionized man&#8217;s view of matter, energy, and the nature of physics itself. In this lucid layman&#8217;s introduction to quantum [&#8230;]
	Thermodynamics and Fluctuations far from Equilibrium 2008th Edition
About Book This book deals with the formulation of the thermodynamics of chemical and other systems far from equilibrium. It contains applications to non-equilibrium stationary states and approaches to such states, systems with multiple stationary states, stability and equi-stability conditions, reaction diffusion systems, transport properties, and electrochemical systems. The theoretical treatment is complemented by experimental [&#8230;]

